Fuel Truck Driver
Full-Time / Permanent
Port Hardy
Wage dependent on experience & skill set
Details:
We are looking for 1 to 2 well rounded individuals, with a strong sense of community and a safety first
attitude, to be a part of our team. The successful applicant would be responsible for: Safe and efficient
delivery of fuel to storage tanks, and equipment. Daily maintenance and care of trucks and equipment.
There will be repeated, heavy lifting, each day. Driving on active, radio controlled, logging roads.
Applicant must be organized and keep legible, up to date logs. Terminal and equipment familiarization
and training will be provided. Hours will vary but generally are a ‘5 on 2 off’ shift with an aim at 45 hours
per week as available work allows. Night shifts, weekend work and overtime is required. The right
candidates will be trained up to take over the full time positions of retiring drivers. This is intended to be a
full time, long term position, with a company that supports its employees and their goals. In addition to a
competitive wage we offer benefits including: Medical, dental, matching RRSP contributions, monthly cell
phone allowance, annual boot allowance.
Qualifications & Experience:
Class 3 drivers license With air brakes and a clean driver’s abstract. Preference to those with class 1.
Must pass a pre-hiring drug and alcohol screening.
Ability to lift 50 pounds repeatedly throughout the day.
Steel toed boots, in good condition. (No exposed caps). All other required PPE will be supplied.
Mechanically inclined.
Attention to detail esp. as relates to mathematical accuracy and log books.
Good organizational skills. Good communication skills, verbal and written.
A desire to exceed customer expectations.
Able to self motivate.
Must be able to adapt to a changing schedule and work with others in the team to plan out the best way
to get all tasks complete.
Additional Qualifications & Experience which would be an asset:
Automotive or heavy duty mechanic experience
Fork Lift operator
First aid
Pleasure craft operator
Familiarity with local logging roads
Incident Command System training
Spill Response Training
Fire fighting experience
How to apply:
Send a resume which also lists any volunteer work you have done, and a copy of your driver’s
abstract.
Hiring@ProsperityFuels.ca
Box 850, Port Hardy, BC, V0N2P0
Fax 250-949-6381

